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1. Introduction.
An almost Hermitian manifold M = (M,J,g) is called an almost Kahler
manifold if the Kahler form is closed (or equivalently Qxy.g VxJ Y,Z = 0 for
X,Y,Ze£(M), where (£ and 36(M) denotes the cyclic sum and the Lie algebra
of all differentiablevector fields on M respectively). A Kahler manifold, which is
defined by VJ = 0, is necessarily an almost Kahler manifold. A non-Kahler
almost Kahler manifold is called a strictlyalmost Kahler manifold. It is well-
known that an almost Kahler manifold with integrable almost complex structureis
a Kahler manifold. Concerning the integrability of almost Kahler manifolds, the
following conjecture by S. I. Goldberg is known ([1]):
CONJECTURE. A compact almost Kdhler Einstein manifold is a Kdhler
manifold.
The second author has proved that the above conjecture is true for the case
where the scalar curvature is nonnegative ([4]). However, the above conjecture
is stillopen in the case where the scalar curvature is negative. Recently, the
authors proved that a 2n{> 4)-dimensional hyperbolic space H2" cannot admits
(compatible) almost Kahler structure ([3]).
In the present paper, we consider about (compatible) almost Kahler
structures on the Riemannian product H3 xR of a 3-dimensional hyperbolic space
H3 and a real line R. We construct an example of strictlyalmost Kahler
structure (J,g) on the Riemannian product H3xR and determine the
automorphism group of the almost Kahler manifold (H3 x R, J,g). To our
knowledge, thisis the firstexample of strictlyalmost Kahler symmetric space.
Moreover, we prove that the Riemannian product H3 xR provided with a
(compatible) almost Kahler structure (J,g) cannot be a universal (almost
Hermitian) covering of any compact almost Kahler manifold (Theorem 2 in
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2. Preliminaries.
LetU3be a 3-dimensional hyperbolic space of constant sectional curvature ―1.
Then, the Riemannian product H3 x J?can be regarded as a Riemanniam manifold
(R*,g) equipped with the Riemannian metric g defined by
1 Vg = ―Ldx ,.R dxi + dx4 RdxA,
where R^ ={(x},x2,x3,x4) e R4 ＼xi > 0}.
We put X. =jc,(<9/<&,.),i= 1, 2, 3, and X4=d/dx4. Then {X,,X2,X3,X4}
forms a global orthonormal frame fieldon H3 xR. Direct calculation implies
(2.1) [X,X] = -[X,.,X] = X
for = 2,3, and are otherwise zero. We set
k=＼
for1 <i,j<4, where V denotes the Levi-Civita connection on H3 xR . Then, by
(2.1),we have
(2.2) r,=-r/w = i
for / = 2, 3,and are otherwise zero.
Let (J,g) be an almost Hermitian structureon M3 xR . We put
4
(2.3)
for l</<4. Then we may easilyobserve thatthe 4x4 matrix (7^.)is a skew-
symmetric orthogonalmatrix,i.e.theequalities
4
U ~~JJi
,
1
Jt=l
4 h
*
≪
holds for 1 < i,j < 4,, and, furthermore, that the matrix
0
-Jl2
-7,3
J
l2
0
･Z.3
'.3
',4
0
-yl2
'.4
0
(
＼
or
Jjj) is of the form
with i,22 + jf3 + jf4 1
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(II)
V
0
-Jn
-■/,4
i12
0
'.4
-'l3
i13
-'.4
0
0
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3. An example of strictly almost Kahler structure on H3xR>
The aim of thissection is to construct an example of a strictlyalmost Kahler
structure on the Riemannian product (H3 xR,g) and to show Theorem 2.
We assume that (J,g) is an almost Kahler structure on the Riemannian
product (H3xR,g). Then, the almost Kahler condition ($
ijkg((VxJ)Xj,
Xkj = 0
and (2.2) yields the following system of firstorder partial differentialequations:
1 23 2 13 3 12 23
―
'
-^1^24~ ^2^14 + ^4^12 ~ ^24 = R'
X{JM - X3Ji4 + X4/13 - J34 = 0,
X2JM - XiJ24 + X4J23 = 0.
We may regard the triple (/12,i13,/14) as a unit vector in the 3-dimensional
Euclidean space R3. First of all, we may observe that the unit vector
(i,2,/13,i14) has the following property.
PROPOSITION 1. The vector (/12,i13,/14) varies with the variable x4 on an
open subdt of M3 xR .
PROOF. We assume that the vector Un^n^x^) *sindependent on the variable
x4. Then, the system of partial differential equations (3.1) reduces to the
following:
I 23 2 13 3 12 23― 9
/o o＼
X{J24-X2Jl4-J24 =0,
X{Jt,4""X3J]4 ―J34 = 0,
X2J34 - X3J24 = 0.
Now, we suppose that the matrix (i().)is of the form (I). Then, by (2.1), (2.2)
and (3.2), we have
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(3.3)
From (3.3), we have
and hence
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fA/,2-2X,7,2+37,2=0,
Ai13- 2X./.3 +37,3=0,
A714-2X,714+4714=0.
/12A/,2 + /13AJ13 + /14Ai14 + 3 + 7,4 =
4
I
1=1
since J22 + /23 + i,24= 1
(3.4)
0
{(XJl2)2 +(XJl3)2 +(XJl4)2} = 3 + J*
,and we conclude that
4I
ij,k=＼
(Vit)2=4(3 + y124)
Next, from the equality above, we have
4
l(XlJJk)X,XiJJk=4JHXlJ≫,
i,j,k=＼
for each X, Thus, by a direct calculation, we obtain
4
(3.5) X (*,Vyt)2
= 4S(X,i14)2+4i14Sx/X,i14- I
/ / UJ,k
= 4l(X/i14)2+4i14(A/14+2X,i14)
/
(x, h
(XiJjk)XiXlXlJJk-2l(XiJJk)X,X,Jjk
lj,k
+2l(i
/j,)xlx,./,-ZI(x/y,)2}ij,k i*2 j,k
)*/*/
= 4S(Z/il4)2+16i14(X1i14-/14)-{32i14X1i14
-32(3 + /,24)-4X(X,. J^f
= 8S(X,J14)2+12S(X1/
-Ulc*,/,,.)2}
X J
Jk
1/)2-16J14X1/14 + 16J124+96.
From (3.4) and (3.5), we find that X,. -SXiJjkf and £,-.^ X&J
jkf
are both
bounded. By applying the similar argument in [3] along x,-curve, we can deduce
a contradiction. More precisely, let r, be any integral curve of X,. Then, we
obtain
(3.6)
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along the geodesic 7, (see [3]). We denote by (pa(a = 2,3) isometries of H3 such
that (<pa)tX,is orthogonal to X, and, ((p2)^X{ and ((p3)ltXlare orthogonal to each
other along y,. Let (pa(x{,x2,x3,x4) = ((pa(xl,x2,x3),x4)(a = 2,3) be the naturally
induced isometries of if3 x R, and we define almost complex structures
J(a)(a= 2,3)on H3 xRbyJ(a) =((pa)*1°J°((pa)*.Because J is independent on x4,
so are J(a).We may easily check that (J{a),g) are almost Kahler structures on
H3 x R .Thus, by similar argument as above, we obtain
(3.7) MrnX,/(a)(7=O (1 < ij < 4,a = 2,3).
along the geodesic y,. Moreover, by semi-Kahler condition £*=1VaJaj
O' = l,2,3,4), we have
X{(VI712)2+(V1./13)2+(VIV14)2}
1=1
= J,{{xtj{2)2 +(yl3)2 +(z./14)2} + i + /124
~rZ＼J 2T,&2 13 24 2 14 32 3 12 34 3 14'
= 4 + 2/|4 ― /.(J^Xj ^23 "^ J14X-2J 24 "I"^ l2-^3"^32 "^ "'14-^3''34)
= 2 ― 2(jnV2J2o + J＼4V 2"*24■*"^12^3^32 + ^14^3^34)
= 2 + 2(i13V1i13 + i14(V1i14 + V3/34) + i12V1/12+/14(V1i14+V2/24))
= 2,
and hence, we have
(3.8)
where V(.7^ = g((VxJ)XJ,Xk)
4
I(V h )2 8,
0
From (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), we can derive a
contradiction (see [3]).
In the case where (Jy) is of the form (II), we also arrive at a contradiction.
Now, we write down an example of strictlyalmost Kahler structure (J,g) on
H3xR.
Example. We definean almost complex structure/ by
156
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( 0
- cos x4
- sin x4
cosx4
0
0
SHlJt4
sin;t4
0
0
- cos x4
0
- sin x4
cosx4
0 )
with respect to the orthonormal frame field {Xi}i==l234defined in the preceding
section. Then, itis easy to verify that (J,g) is a strictlyalmost Kahler structure
on H3 x R .
In the rest of this section, we shall prove the following Theorem 2. First of
all, we recall an integral formula on a 4-dimensional compact almost Kahler
manifold. Let M =(M,J,g)be a 4-dimensional compact almost Kahler manifold.
Then, we see that the square of the firstChern class c{{M) is given by the
following formula Ccf. T21.[51):
(3.9) c{{M)2 j^^ury-2＼＼rm
w1
+ 2＼＼p*skew＼＼2-^(t* +t)＼＼VJ＼＼2+(p,D)}dM,
where p* ,f*,t,V,dM denote the Ricci *-tensor, *-scalar curvature, scalar
curvature, Levi-Civita connection on M and the volume element of M
respectively, and p*sym (resp. p*skew)the symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) part
of p＼and (p,D) = Z^J=1pafc(VaJ(,.)Vfc7</.Here we put VjtJ =g((V-J)Xl,Xj)
and pab = p(Xa,Xb) for a local orthonormal frame field{Xl,X2,X3,X4} on M .
THEOREM 2. Let (g, J) be a (compatible) almost Kdhler structure on the
Riemannian product H3xR. Then, the almost Kdhler manifold (H3xR,J,g)
cannot be a universal (almost Hermitian) covering of any compact almost Kdhler
manifold.
Proof. Let (g,J) be a (compatible) almost Kahler structure on the
Riemannian product U3 x R. We assume that there exists a compact almost
Kahler manifold (M,J,g) whose universal (almost Hermitian) covering is the
almost Kahler manifold (M3 x R, J,g). We denote by p the covering map from
H3 xR onto M .For any point p e M ,we may choose alocal orthonormal frame
field {X,,X2,X3,X4} near p in such a way that p.(Xi) = Xi,(i = 1,2,3,4). We set
JXl = Xt=i JijXj(i = 1,2,3,4). for the proof, without loss of essentially, it is
sufficientto consider the case where (J^) (and hence (/,-,))is of the form (I).
We may easily observe that ^j=l(X4Jjj)2 gives rise to a differentiate function
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on M. Since M is a locally product Riemannian manifold of 3-dimensional
hyperbolic space and a real line, it follows that the Euler class £(M) of M
vanishes. Further, since M is conformally flat,it follows that the firstPontrjagin
class p＼(M) of M also vanishes. Thus, by the Wu's theorem ([6]), we have
c^M)2 = 0. On one hand, by direct calculation, from (3.9), we see that
clw^Uiiw
1
8/r2
,|2
4 3
/J=l fl=l
'J=l
(V,7≪
fdM.
Thus, it must follows that V47^. =0(1 <i,j< 4) everywhere on M , and hence,
V47^. = X47(;/= 0(1 < i,j < 4) everywhere on M. But this contradicts Proposition 1,
which completes the proof of theorem.
4. Automorphisms of the example of almost Kahler manifold
(H3xR,J,g).
A differentiabletransformation <p on an almost hermitian manifold (M,J,g)
is called an automorphism if (p is a isometry and pseudo-holomorphic
transformation, thatis, (p satisfies
cp*g= g and q>*°J = / °(p*,
where <p*denotes the-differentialmap of <p and (p* its dual map. We denote by
AutM(/,g) the set of all automorphisms on (M,J,g). It is obvious that the set
AutM(J,g) is a group under the composition of maps, and we call it the
automorphism group on (M,J,g). In this section, we shall determine the
automorphism group Aut
3 (/,g) of the example of strictly almost Kahler
manifold (If3 xR,J,g) constructed in the preceding section.
Let(peAutH3xR(J,g). We set cp*(X,)=
X*=1 ^ for
see that 4x4 matrix {(ptj)is of thefollowing form
(4.1)
{
0
<Pl2 Pi 3
<p22 <P23
<Pl2 <P33
0 0
0
0
V
with (^)KiJfl e 50(3),
= 1,2,3,4. Then, we
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(4.2)
>
11
I
0
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<Pl2
(P22
<?32
0
<Pl3
?23
0
0
0
with -(q> ) e5O(3),
since q> is an orientation-preserving isometry. We notice that ^.(1 < i,j <3) are
independent on the variable x4. Since cp satisfies q>~x<>J°cp*= J, we have, in
particular,
We now suppose that the matrix (cpy) is of the form (4.1). Then, by a direct
calculation, we have
((p;xo j o(p*)x{
= {(P11P22 -fiiVn)Jn +(<Pnf23 -9o<P2i)J^X2
+((p]3J[2-(pnJ{i)X4
= (<p33cos(x4 + c4) - (p32sin(^4 + c4))X2
+(-(p23cos(X4 + C4) + ^22 sin(>4 + c4))X3
+(<Pi3cos(x4 + c4) - ≪p12sin(x4+ c4))X4,
for some constant cA R, and hence
(4.3)
' <P33 -^32 <Pll '
-<P23 (p22 -<p2{
'coso4 + c4;p
sin(*4 + c4)
0 ,
Similarly,we see thatthe condition(q>txo7o^)X(
same equality(4.3).From (4.3),it follows that
0
smc4
0 - sin c4 cos c4
0 0 0
'cosjc4
sinjc4
v 0
JX,,{i
0
0
1,
2,3,4) implies the
Thus, the automorphism (p = {q>x,q>2,q>^q>A)satisfiesthe following system system
of firstorder partialdifferentialequations:
d(px
=
d(px
=
dq>l
= Q
<2r2 <2≪3 (2x4
<fy>4
X,
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dq>i _ 1
v'mc'- A7 =
1,
dx{
<fy>3
<fy>4
dx
0
Xl
(plsmc4,
― ^,cosc4,
<fy4
dx3
= 0
d<P2
=
dq>2
dx{ dxA
d(p,
=
dip,
=
dx{ dxA
= 0
o,
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Solving thissystem of differentialequations, we find thatthe automorphism (p can
hf PYnrpQs as thp.fnrm
(p(x],x2,x3,x4) = (ec^x{,eCl((cosc4)x2 -(sinc4)x3) + c2,
eCi((sinc4)x2 + (cos c4 )x3)+ c3,x4 + c4)
for c,.el?,/= 1,2,3,4.
Next, we suppose that the matrix ((p^) is of the form (4.2). Then, in the same
wav. we have.
which implies
^32 ~<P3＼
-922 (P2l
9l2 -<Pu
1
0
0
0
A f
1
1 / V
cos(-*4+c4;p
sin(-x4+c4) =
0 >
0
cosc4
sinc4
0
V
0
smc4
- cos c4
0
0＼
0
0 '
-b
0
and hence, we have
(p(xi, x2, x3, xA) = (ecix], eC{ ((cos c4 )x2 + (sin c4 )x3 ) + c2,
eC{((sin c4 )x2 - (cos c4 )x3) + c3, -x4 + c4)
for c,.e R,i = 1,2,3,4.
We can summarize the above arguments as follows.
PROPOSITION 3. The automorphism group
manifold (H3 x R, J, g) is isomorphic to
Aut , (/, g) of the almost Kdhler
a solvable subgroup of affine
transformationgroup GL(4,R)xR4 (embedded in GL(5,R)), which consists of
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(4.4)
and
(4.5)
where c-e R,i
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v.
o
oo
o
oo
1,2,3,4
0
ec'xcosc4
ec> sinc4
0
0
0
e1'1cosc4
eC{ sinc4
0
0
0
-ex sinc4
ec＼cosc4
0
0
0
eC[sinc4
-eC] cosc4
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
-1
0
c2
C3
C4
1
c2
c3 ,
c4
1
J
From Proposition 3, we may easily see that the group Aut , JJ,g) acts
M'XK
transitively on H xR and that the identity component Aut ,x (J,g)0 of
Aut
3 (J,g) is a subgroup consists of the elements of the form (4.4) and acts
simply transitivelyon Hz xR. Taking account of Theorem 2, we see that there
does not exist a discrete uniform subgroup of Aut 3 (J,g)0 (i.e. discrete
subgroup F of Aut , (J,g)0 such that the orbit space F ＼H* xR is compact).
Remark 1. We may easily find that the system of differential equations
Vx J = 0(z = 1,2,3,4) has no solution,and thus the Riemannian product (H3 x R,g)
can not admit a (compatible) Kahler structure.
Remark 2. Let y/ be an isometry on (H3xR,g) and (J,g) be an almost
Kahler structure constructed in the preceding section. Then, almost Hermitian
structure (y/(J),g)is also an almost Kahler structure on (H3 xR,g), where y/(J)
is defined by ^'ojo^. The automorphism group Aut 3xR(y/(J),g) is
determined by the automorphism group Aut 3 n(J,g). Indeed, the map
AU^x≪ (J,g)3(ph-^y/ 'o<poy/-e Aut 3
Ay/(J),g) is an isomorphism.
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